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	In this book, Harley Hahn demystifies Emacs for programmers, students, and everyday users. The first part of the book carefully creates a context for your work with Emacs. What exactly is Emacs? How does it relate to your personal need to work quickly and to solve problems? Hahn then explains the technical details you need to understand to work with your operating system, the various interfaces, and your file system.


	In the second part of the book, Hahn provides an authoritative guide to the fundamentals of thinking and creating within the Emacs environment. You start by learning how to install and use Emacs with Linux, BSD-based Unix, Mac OS X, or Microsoft Windows.


	Written with Hahn's clear, comfortable, and engaging style, Harley Hahn's Emacs Field Guide will surprise you: an engaging book to enjoy now, a comprehensive reference to treasure for years to come.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Special Emacs keys
	
		Emacs commands
	
		Buffers and windows
	
		Cursor, point, and region
	
		Kill/delete, move/copy, correcting, spell checking, and filling
	
		Searching, including regular expressions
	
		Emacs major modes and minor modes
	
		Customizing using your .emacs file
	
		Built-in tools, including Dired
	
		Games and diversions



	Who This Book Is For


	Programmers, students, and everyday users, who want an engaging and authoritative introduction to the complex and powerful Emacs working environment.
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Independence in Central America and Chiapas, 1770–1823University of Oklahoma Press, 2019

	
		Central America was the only part of the far-reaching Spanish Empire in continental America not to experience destructive independence wars in the period between 1810 and 1824. The essays in this volume draw on new historical research to explain why, and to delve into what did happen during the independence period in Central...
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Statistics for the Utterly Confused (Utterly Confused Series)McGraw-Hill, 2000

	T he main goal of this book is to present basic concepts in elementary statistics and to
	illustrate how to tackle some of the most common problems encountered in any elementary,
	noncalculus statistics course.


	Statistics is a frightful subject for most students. This book provides a friendly, logical,
	step-by-step approach to...
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Halophytes and Climate Change: Adaptive Mechanisms and Potential UsesCABI Publishing, 2019

	This book contains current knowledge and the most recent developments in the field of halophyte biology, ecology, and potential uses. Halophytes are characterized as plants that can survive and complete their life cycle in highly saline environments. This book explores the adaptive mechanisms and special features of halophytes that allow...
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Acute Care Handbook for Physical Therapists, 4eSaunders, 2013

	Familiarize yourself with the acute care environment with this essential guide to physical therapy practice in an acute care setting. Acute Care Handbook for Physical Therapists, 4th Edition helps you understand and interpret hospital protocol, safety, medical-surgical 'lingo', and the many aspects of patient are from the...
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iPad & iPhone Administrator's Guide: Enterprise Deployment Strategies and Security SolutionsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Securely deploy iPads and iPhones on corporate networks


	Seamlessly integrate iPads and iPhones into your company's IT systems using the detailed instructions contained in this practical book. iPad & iPhone Administrator's Guide shows you how to use iPads and iPhones as business devices and manage them tightly...
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Ethics in Information TechnologyCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	We are excited to publish the third edition of Ethics in Information Technology. This new
	edition builds on the success of the previous editions and meets the need for a resource that
	helps readers understand many of the legal, ethical, and societal issues associated with IT.
	We have responded to the feedback from our first and second...
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